
 
The business of data security
4 often overlooked security considerations for small and medium businesses
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Today, most businesses electronically store or share a lot sensitive information, including 
data like quarterly reports, billing statements, and often confidential client information.

With that in mind, here are the four considerations for securing your data.

  

 

1. Your clients count on you and 
 your employees

Your clients trust you with their information, 
so they expect critical safeguards to prevent 
unauthorized disclosure or access to their 
data. With secure portals for your employees 
and clients, enterprise-grade email 
encryption, and visibility into who’s accessing 
your data, you’ll be able to provide a robust 
layer of data protection.

2. You must comply with 
 government regulations

Various federal, state, global, and industry 
guidelines regulate the exchange of sensitive 
information. In fact, the internationally 
regulated General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) has strong policies in place to protect 
sensitive data. Companies that don’t comply 
can face hefty fines.

There are two tiers of fines for GDPR violations2:

 1. Up to 10 million pounds or 2% of annual
  global turnover (revenue) of the previous
  year, whichever is higher

 2. Up to 20 million pounds or 4% of 
  annual global turnover, whichever 
  is greater

More 
than ½ of 
security 
risks 
stem 
from 
employee 
mistakes.
That’s according to a 
2019 study by the 
Ponemon Institute 
and NCipher1
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21% The decrease in the value of 
a company’s reputation and brand 
after a data breach according to 
the Ponemon Institute3

 

 

3. You should protect your reputation

A security breach of your sensitive data 
will almost certainly result in the loss of 
clients — and possibly generate negative 
publicity. And that’s not good for business.

4. You need to keep business
 running smoothly.

Striking the right security balance is crucial. 
Too rigid, and productivity decreases. Too 
relaxed, and an organization could face a 
breach resulting in the interruption of 
business and operations. That’s not something 
to take lightly.
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For small and mid-size businesses, 
determining the right balance of 
data security can be overwhelming. 
Also, technological changes mean 
that security measures can become 
obsolete in a matter of months. The 
good news is you can address 
these challenges by assessing your 
risk so you can avoid the following 
common vulnerabilities.

Assessing your risk
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• Make workstations inaccessible 
 to the public

• Lock away your routers and servers

• If possible, incorporate industry standard
 protocols such as magnetic doors and
 keycard access

• Maintain protection against 
 natural disasters

• Archive data offsite or in a secure cloud
 storage solution

• Replace aging physical equipment

Physical Vulnerability Unsecured Networks

• Configure your firewalls correctly.

• Use strong, proven antivirus and
 antimalware software.

• Keep your software current.

• Password protect your network or 
 make it invisible.

• Don’t transmit private data on 
 public networks.

• Make sure your device doesn’t scan for
 and hook up to open Wi-Fi networks

• Transfer files via secure software, such 
 as file-sharing apps that encrypt data, 
 rather than email

• Enable security features such as remote
 wipe and automatic file deletion if you
 lose your phone

Mobile Device Weaknesses
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• Ensure employees are not attaching 
 sensitive information to emails

• Digitize paper based processes like 
 gaining signatures on contracts

Secure External Collaboration Research Regulations

Depending on the kind of data you’re storing 
and transferring, you could be subject to 
more regulations than you know.

These include:

 • General Data Protection 
  Regulations (GDPR)

 • The U.S. Securities and Exchange
  Commission (SEC)

 • The Consumer Financial Protection
  Bureau’s (CFPB) data security
  guidelines

 • Various state data security laws

 • Records disposal laws and protocols

 • Industry standards such as Financial
  Industry Regulatory Authority 
  (FINRA) rules

2020 Data 
Protection Report 
31% of C-Suite and 36% of Small 
Business Owners attributed data breach 
to deliberate theft or sabotage by 
external vendors or sources, followed by 
human error or accidental loss by an 
employee/insider.



Sources:

1 https://www.techrepublic.com/article/employee-mistakes-
and-system-errors-are-a-larger-threat-to-data-security-than-
hackers-or-insiders/?ftag=TRE684d531&bh 
id=26896233068201734878905237916153

2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/06/11/
gdpr-the-biggest-data-breaches-and-the-shocking-fines-that-
would-have-been/#405c22896c10

3 https://threatsketch.com/keep-cyber-attacks-killing-brand/

https://www.sharefile.com/
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Stay ahead of the game

Now that you understand what you need to 
do, decide how to do it. Develop a data 
security program, train any staff members, 
and enforce protocols reasonably.

Want to find out how you can securely send 
documents and data? Visit sharefile.com to 
learn more.
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